
Precise fertilising technology 
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Pneumatic fertiliser spreader

Working width 36m



Reduced fertiliser costs
The AGT  guarantees a precise
distribution of fine and prilled
fertilisers that are impossible to spread
at these widths with twin disc
spreader. This provides lucrative cost
savings when buying fertiliser.

Greater windows of opportunity to
go out spreading
AGT provides high-precision
spreading, independent of wind,
slopes and fertiliser quality.

Increased yield thanks to higher
precision
AGT boom with 6 section control,
distributes valuable fertiliser with
maximum precision in headlands,
wedge shaped fields and along field
borders.

Cost reduction through greater
productivity
Daily output of 350 ha, more
cultivated land thanks to fewer
tramlines, increased efficiency thanks
to reduced diesel and operating costs.
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Increased

profitability 

With the AGT, savings of
40,000 €/year for every
1,000 Ha!
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To achieve maximum profitability in cost-intensive fertilisation,
metering and spreading must be optimized.

Trailed AGT pneumatic fertiliser spreaders available in working
widths of 30, 32 and 36, completely redefine the performance
limits of professional fertiliser technology. 

The use of modern technologies in combination with future-
proof ISOBUS electronics further increases precision, safety,
comfort and profitability of AGT fertilisation.

Every single granule of fertiliser counts
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One metering unit for each section

Six metering units - three on each side - ensure high-precision
metering of fertiliser even with those fertilisers having
problematic flow properties. This advanced metering accuracy of
the pneumatic fertiliser spreader is based on precise forced
metering of granulates by means
of six feed rollers. Each metering
unit is equipped with one feed
roller that is hydraulically driven
at a speed relative to the actual
forward speed. The application
rate can be adjusted manually
per left and right side.

Simple calibration

Thanks to its simple calibration test, AGT delivers a fast and
accurate response to required changes in application rates for
any type of fertiliser. With a maximum application rate of 
250 kg/ha urea at 36m and a 15 km/h working speed, this
system offers impressive performance and precision for any
application. 

The result

Perfect metering accuracy, independent of flow characteristics
and fertiliser quality. At varying forward speeds, the application
rate remains constant at all times.

Metering and distribution at it’s best

AGT spreading technologyAGT spreading technology

Section 3Section 2Section 1

Precision comes first

Three metering units on each side

Calibration test 
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Stainless steel boom

Thanks to the stable stainless steel boom, fertilisers with problematic
spreading properties can be distributed with a high degree of accuracy and
safety. 30 outlets ensure a fan-shaped distribution with double overlap. This
makes the AGT independent of wind and weather.

Optimum boom guiding

Thanks to intelligent coordination of the pendulum frame suspension, the
boom parallelogram with accumulators to absorb shocks and the hydro
pneumatic chassis suspension. The boom is kept stable at high forward
speeds.

Comfortable operation

The entire boom can be easily and safely controlled with the standard joystick.
Any of the six sections and the slope compensation system can be activated
with ease at the push of a button. This enables high-efficient spreading, also
on wedge shaped fields. 

AGT is perfect  for optimizing crop yields on the border.  The boom spreads
the valuable fertiliser with 100%-precision up to the border of the field.

Section 5 Section 6

Pendulum frame suspension

Outlet spreading plate

Section 4



AGT electronicsAGT electronics

Future-proof ISOBUS electronics further increase the precision,
efficiency and comfort of fertiliser spreading. The Müller Comfort
terminal with its large colour display is easy to use both day and
night. All functions can be conveniently controlled from the
tractor cab. The ergonomic operating position can either be set
via scroll wheel, button control or joystick. 

The result: Fatigue-free working for many hours under tough
conditions.

With electronic assistants, AGT achieves maximum efficiency for
any application:

Distance Control: 

Enables fully automatic boom guiding with two ultrasonic
sensors. Distance control keeps the booms parallel to the
ground. This relieves the strain on the driver in difficult terrain
and/or at night. (optional)

Section Control standard:

GPS-supported section control with parallel tracking function.

N Sensor:

The AGT electronics also support N sensor. The connection is
established by using a special cable / converter (SCU-L).
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Greater efficiency with maximum precision

Innovative RAUCH ISOBUS
technology for AGT allows
operation and control using
existing ISOBUS operating
terminals from a variety of
providers and machines.

ISOBUS

Utilise synergies –

increase efficiency

ISOBUS synergies

Rauch AGT is equipped as standard
with ISOBUS applications for
– Section Control (Müller Elektronik)
– Spreader Pro-Module (John Deere)
– N Sensor application (SCU-L)



High efficiency with

maximum precision

ISOBUS application:

The standard AGT ISOBUS implement ECU is currently
compatible with universal terminals:

- from Müller Elektronik
- from John Deere 

As optional, the following ISOBUS GPS applications are
offered:

- Task control
- Section control
- Parallel tracking
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Distance control: Automatic boom guiding

Distance control: Ultrasonic sensor

AGT with N sensorAGT operation with JD-Greenstar universal terminal.



The combination of

many detailed

solutions creates the

overall functions

AGT innovationsAGT innovations

Intelligent chassis technology:

The hydro-pneumatic AGT chassis suspension offers maximum
safety standards at transport speeds of up to 40 km/h.
Intelligent, electronically controlled shock absorber technology
not only enables high working speeds in the field but also
constantly stabilises and eases the load on the booms.

Electronic diagnostic system

All electrical AGT circuits including sensors are monitored in a
centralised control unit with LEDs. This minimizes the time
requirements for maintenance and repair.

Long-life stainless steel booms

The entire AGT boom is made of stainless steel. The stainless
steel fertiliser tubes further contribute to the high stability of the
sophisticated design. This protects  the machine from corrosion,
wear and reduces the effect of peak loads. Only a few tubes are
made of abrasion-resistant synthetic material. The booms can be
hydraulically remote controlled and folded in and out in just 
90 seconds.

Quality that stands the test of time
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Not only in field applications does
the AGT impress with its high
precision, strength and
profitability. AGT also excels in
loading, transport as well as
cleaning and maintenance with
numerous practical solutions.

To withstand the load on the
system in tough and professional
application, all AGT components
are designed for long service life
and reliability. 

During the development phase,
the test results of renowned test
institutions* have been included
in the design process. The booms
have been rigorously load tested
using state-of-the-art test
facilities within the aircraft
industry. 

The result: AGT stands for
reliability and protects your
investments for many years.

*IMA in Dresden



Boom safety break-back(optional)

The AGT features integrated safety systems in case the
driver does not notice an obstacle in the field. For instance,
if the boom is in danger of colliding with a tree, pylon or
wind turbine, the end 2.5 m can pivot forwards or
backwards. 

Remote-controlled hopper cover

The hopper cover can be opened or closed hydraulically
from the tractor cab,  to enable efficient loading without
the driver having to leave the cab.  

High-performance fans

Two high-performance fans generate a constant, powerful,
air flow and carries the metered fertiliser at speeds of 
200 km/h to the ends of the boom.

Micro-granular feed rollers (optional),

With micro-granular feed rollers application rates below 
30 Kg/ha for slug pellets and fine seeds can distributed
with precision.

High-quality materials

Painting of all parts and the use of high-quality materials
preserve the value of your investment for many years.
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Remote-controlled hopper cover

Two high performance fans ensure uniform
fertiliser distribution

Automatic boom safety break-back (optional)



Clear AGT advantagesClear AGT advantages

High profitability

AGT offers impressive potentials for cost savings. Depending on
fertiliser type and price, avings of up to 40,000 €/year per 1,000 ha
can be achieved when cultivating arable land in comparison to
twin-disc fertilisers with 27 m working width. AGT also guarantees
high-precision distribution of cost-efficient fertilisers with
problematic spreading properties.
This enables lucrative cost advantages, when buying the fertiliser.

Precision advantage

AGT metering and distribution maximises yield potentials right up
to field borders with high efficiency. Additionally, the six section
boom control provides for optimum spreading on headlands and
wedge shaped fields. 

High strength and efficiency

Due to the wide working width, high working speed and the large
hopper capacity, the AGT can cover an  area of up to 350 ha per day.
By switching to a tramline width of 36 m, fewer tracks are created.
This way, working time as well as diesel consumption are reduced
are reduced and the area of cultivated land increased.

Independent of wind and weather

Spreading technology based on stainless steel booms and
sophisticated outlets enables precise spreading independent of
wind, air humidity, slopes and fertiliser quality. This way, optimum
fertilisation periods can also be used under adverse weather
conditions.

Perfect boom guiding

AGT is distinguished by top-of-the-range boom guiding. Thanks to
intelligent coordination of the pendulum frame suspension, the
boom parallelogram with shock absorption and the hydro-
pneumatic chassis, the boom is automatically stabilised at high
forward speeds.

Protection

The intelligent chassis and booms with safety break-back protection
on both sides offers high safety standards during transport and
spreading in the field.
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Impressive performance for professionals

Machine functions

Six metering units (three units each side,  left and right under the hopper)

Six section boom control manual or GPS-controlled on request (Section Control)  

Hydraulic drive to feed rollers  with separate application rate control on left and right

Speed monitoring of feed rollers using rotary pulse sensors

Two hopper low level sensors.

Vario fan: - PTO speed 600 to 1300 min-1
- fan driven by self-contained hydraulic system

Booms: - Three stainless steel boom sections on each side
- Hydraulically operated
- Attached to pendulum frame with levelling mechanism
- Height adjustment via parallelogram from 1 m to 2 m ground clearance
- Optional automatic guiding (Distance Control) 

Tractor requirements 

Power as from 135 kW / 180 HP, hydraulic supply 60 l/min at 180 bar. Necessary services:
1 x pressure, 1 x free oil return, 1 x double acting

Technical data

Maximum permissible total weight 12,000 kg

Transport speed 40 km/h

Empty weight 7,000 kg

Hopper volume 6,300 l (approx. 4,700 kg urea)

Filling height 3.15 m

Transport width 2.98 m

Transport height 3.85 m

Total length (hitch – end of spreader) 7.90 m

Total length (hitch - axle) 5.10 m

Ground clearance (reference lower edge frame) 0.7 m

Track width 2.25 m or 2.70 m

Axle Hydro-pneumatic spring suspension

Towing equipment Towing eye or  ball hitch - top hitching

Static load 2,000 kg

Braking system Hydraulic or Pneumatic

Parking stand Hydraulic - manually operated

Hopper cover Hydraulic folding from the tractor cab

Maximum application rate (approx.) 250 kg/ha urea at 15 km/h at 36m

Boom working width 30 m/32 m/36 m

Number of outlets 30 (spacing = 1.20 m at 36 m)

Tyres (standard) 520/85 R42 (Continental)
Other tyres available on request
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RAUCH Landmaschinenfabrik GmbH
D-76545 Sinzheim · Postfach 1162
Phone +49 (0) 7221/985-0 · Fax +49 (0) 7221/985-200
info@rauch.de · www.rauch.de

We reserve the right to make changes to improve our products.
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AXIS-M 50.1 W AXIS-H 50.1 EMC+W TWS 7010


